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SUMMARY
We analyse temporal variations of gravity measured in southern Taiwan since November 2006
at 10 sites using absolute gravimeters and, since November 2008, at 70 sites using a relative
gravimeter. We describe and apply methods to interpret the gravity changes in terms of local
hydrological processes and vertical ground motions. The effect of land water is computed
from local rainfall data and a model of rain accumulation and discharge in the ground. The
effect of the vertical motions of the ground is estimated using time-series of permanent Global
Positioning System (GPS) stations and the theoretical gravity to height ratio of −2 µGal
cm−1 . Unexpectedly, Morakot typhoon (2009 August), the strongest typhoon in Taiwan in
50 yr, was responsible for the highest gravity changes. Morakot triggered numerous large
landslides and debris flow deposits. Their thicknesses are estimated from the gravity changes
(up to ∼280 µGal) along with field observations and satellite images.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The study of temporal gravity changes enables to investigate processes that involve mass redistributions and vertical ground motions. This method is applied to several research areas such as volcanology (e.g. Furuya et al. 2003; Bonvalot et al. 2008), hydrology
(e.g. Jacob et al. 2010) and tectonic deformation (e.g. Ballu et al.
2003; Mazzotti et al. 2007). The change of gravity combines all the
processes due to mass transfers and deformation. Their respective
parts must thus be identified prior to the analysis of one process in
particular. The difficulty is that the part of each process can seldom
be traced from gravity data only. Complementary observations and
models are needed to identify them.
Numerous processes make the Earth gravity field vary with time.
Reliable methods exist to take into account the effects of Earth
tides (Dehant et al. 1999), ocean tide loading (e.g. Scherneck 1991;
Matsumoto et al. 2001), polar motions and atmosphere (Torge 1989;
Merriam 1992), which can thus be removed from the gravity timeseries. An open issue is the contribution of hydrology, which influences gravity field both by deforming the Earth surface and by
changing mass distributions at every spatial scale as well as at a
wide range of temporal scales (minute to interannual). A hydro
C

gravity model, which focuses on gravity changes due to hydrology,
requires parallel measurements of gravity and hydrological variables such as precipitation, soil moisture, water table depth (e.g.
Lambert & Beaumont 1977; Bower & Courtier 1998; Kazama &
Okubo 2009; Creutzfeldt et al. 2010; Pfeffer et al. 2010). Hydrology
is a recurrent issue in the analysis of geodetic time-series because its
effects are ubiquitous. If they are not removed, they could mislead
the analysis of geodynamic processes (Dal Moro & Zadro 1998).
The Absolute Gravity in the Taiwan Orogen project (AGTO, Masson et al. 2008) was initiated in 2006 to study the geodynamics in
Taiwan, which is located at the boundary between the Philippine
Sea Plate and the Eurasian Plate (Fig. 1). Both plates converge at
the rate of 8.2 cm a−1 (Yu et al. 1997) and Taiwan is the result of the
collision of the Chinese continental margin (on the Eurasian Plate)
and of the Luzon arc (on the Philippine Sea Plate). Two opposite
subductions occur. In the north (Ryukyu trench), the Philippine Sea
Plate is subducted below the Eurasian Plate, and inversely in the
south (Manila trench). The deep processes involved in the mountain building are still to be clarified. One issue is to determine how
the Chinese continental margin crust participates in the mountain
building at depth and compensates for the exhumation and erosion
of the Taiwan orogen. For instance it has been suggested that the
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2 D ATA
2.1 Gravity network

upper part of the Chinese continental margin crust is underplatted within the orogenic wedge, while its deeper part is subducted
(Hwang & Wang 1993; Simoes et al. 2007). On the other hand,
because of the likely buoyancy of the continental crust in comparison with Philippine Sea Plate, Yamato et al. (2009) proposed
that the whole crust of the Chinese continental margin accretes into
the orogen, without subducting. Presently, these different tectonic
models explain the same data sets, based mainly on metamorphic
and thermochronological observations. Additional data may help
to better identify the orogeny processes (Simoes et al. 2012). Thus
gravity measurements were carried out to bring new geophysical
constraints to this debate. Meanwhile the gravity signal expected
from the deep mass transfers is lower than 1 µGal a−1 (1 µGal =
1 × 10−8 m s−2 ; Mouyen et al. 2009), which is a very small signal compared to the accuracy of absolute gravimeters (∼2 µGal).
Besides, Taiwan experiences other processes related both to its tectonics and climate (vertical ground motions, hydrology, typhoons),
which also contribute to gravity changes. Our aim is thus to investigate and separate the effects that have been recorded in the gravity
time-series collected since 2006 in southern Taiwan.
In the paper, we first describe how the gravity data were acquired
and processed. We then interpret the data, first by focusing on the
effects of the vertical ground motions and hydrology in the gravity
changes. We finally investigate the effects of landslides and debris
flow deposits in our measurements.

1. In 2008: The survey spanned the south of Taiwan, from the
Coastal Plain (West) to the Coastal Range (East). In total the survey
visited 52 measurements sites: seven AG sites and 45 RG sites.
2. In 2009: We only repeated measurements on the eastern part
of the 2008 network (east of AG05, Fig. 2b). Also, to the 26 existing
points, 19 new sites (RG30–RG48, all are levelling benchmarks)
were selected and measured in this area, where data are less noisy
(possibly because of the lower amount of human activities and
the more consolidated rocks). AG05, was swept away by typhoon
Morakot in 2009 August, so totally, 44 sites were measured.
3. In 2010: The survey spanned the south of Taiwan, like in
2008, and integrated the 19 eastern sites added in 2009. It must
be noted that five sites located west of AG05 were also destroyed
by typhoon Morakot (RG03, RG09b, RG10, RG11 and SILNb)
and that RG48 was not accessible in 2010. In total 64 sites were
measured.
For data acquisition, both absolute and relative gravimeters must
be levelled using tripods with footscrews to ensure that the sensors are aligned with the vertical component of the gravity. Indeed,
gravimeter can only measure this component. The levelling may
lead to instrumental heights variations between surveys, hence to
gravity changes unrelated to geophysical processes. To avoid this
confusion, the height of the FG5 sensor was systematically measured and taken into account during the data processing. For the
CG-5, the tripod was customized by fixing one footscrew at a
constant height. This fixed footscrew was always positioned exactly at the same place of the RG site, making the gravity sensor of the CG-5 be always at the same height for all repeated
surveys.
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Figure 1. Tectonic context of Taiwan. A simplified map of the main tectonophysiographic ensembles is presented in the bottom right panel: 1, Coastal
plain; 2, Western Foothills; 3, Hsuehshan Range; 4, Backbone Slates; 5,
Tananao Complex; 6, Longitudinal Valley; 7, Coastal Range. The Longitudinal valley (unit 6) is considered to be the boundary between the Eurasian
Plate (units 1–5) and the Philippine Sea Plate (unit 7). The Central Range is
composed of units 3, 4 and 5. The red squares are the sites where absolute
gravity (AG) is measured.

Similar to GPS or levelling for ground displacements, the study
of temporal gravity changes requires repeated gravity measurements. The observed gravity changes can only be explained by
mass redistributions or ground deformations. 10 and 70 sites located
across southern Taiwan were monitored by absolute and relative
gravimetry, respectively (Figs 2a and b). The absolute gravity (AG)
measurements started in 2006 November. They were performed
once a year in November up to 2010. Practically, two Micro-g LaCoste FG5 absolute gravimeters were used in turn each year: FG5
#224 was operated by the Industrial Technology Research Institute
(Taiwan) and FG5 #228 was operated by Géoscience Montpellier
(France). The relative gravity (RG) surveys were also repeated in
November using the same CG-5 Scintrex Autograv System, but
were started in 2008. The AG measurements were performed on
concrete pillars (1 × 1 × 1 m3 ) buried with a few cm protruding from the ground. A benchmark indicates where to set the
absolute gravimeter. The sites cross the main geological features
of Taiwan, from the Philippine Sea Plate to the Eurasian Plate.
The pillars were built nearby permanent GPS stations (Fig. 2a)
so that vertical deformations can be studied along with gravity
changes.
The RG network was set around the AG pillars in order to increase
the spatial density of the gravimetric observations. The network
contains the levelling benchmarks that exist along most of roads.
We also added sites in the vicinity of permanent GPS stations. Note
that there were slight variations in the visited points of the RG
network for each survey.
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2.2 Instruments and acquisition
The FG5 absolute gravimeter measures the gravity value by the free
fall of a test mass in a vacuum chamber. It contains a laser interferometer that measures the position of the test mass (a transparent
corner cube) all along its free fall, and the time of each position by
an atomic clock. The acceleration of the test mass, that is, gravity,
can thus be determined. The superspring of the FG5 reduces the
microseismic noise during measurements. Such seismic isolation
is essential reaching ∼2 µGal of accuracy. A detailed description
of these devices can be found in Niebauer et al. (1995) and in the
FG5 documentation (Microg-LaCoste 2006). In this study, one AG
measurement took about 12 hr. It was started in the evening when
man-made noise and temperature variations were lower than day
times. One set of 100 test mass drops started every 30 min (one

drop every 10 s). About 24 sets were acquired and processed to
determine the gravity value. The next site can be measured after
1 or 2 d, depending on the traveltime between each location. Two
different FG5 were used in turn for each survey, the offset between
both devices was determined in 2009 September during the 8th
International Comparison of Absolute Gravimeters (ICAG) at the
Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM, Paris, France).
The gravity values from FG5 #228 were 2 µGal larger than those of
the FG5 #224. This offset was added to the FG5 #224 values before
constructing the gravity time-series.
The CG-5 measures gravity changes with space or time relative
to a reference measurement. The sensor is a fused quartz spring
and mass enclosed in a temperature stabilized vacuum chamber.
A change of gravity implies a change of the mass that in turn
changes the length of the spring. An electronic current immediately
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Figure 2. (a) Gravity measurements network: sites positions and names (the topography is shaded in the background). The general location of the network is
displayed in the lower left map, also with AG09 position, on Penghu islands, and Hsinchu city. The red squares are concrete pillars built for AG measurements.
The white circles and inverted triangles are levelling benchmarks and GPS stations, respectively, where relative gravimetry (RG) sites are performed. The
smaller black dots are permanent GPS stations. Every site has a benchmark on the ground that allows to identically position the instrument from one survey to
another. The RG sites measured in 2009 are located east of the red line. For more legibility, the names of the RG sites between AG05 and AG2a are given on
map (b).
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Table 1. Loop organization of the relative gravity sites.
Loop

Sites included

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

AG07, ICHU, TUNS, KULN, SJPU, RG01
AG07, RG01, RG02, RG03, RG04, TATAb
AG06, RG07, GAISb, SILNb, RG06, RG05, AG07,
AG06, RG07, RG08, RG09, RG09b, DONA
AG06, RG10, RG11, RG12, MESN, RG13, TENCb, AG05
AG04, RG44, RG45, RG46, RG14, RG47, AG05, RG48
AG03, RG40, RG41, RG15, RG42, RG43, AG04
AG2b, TAPOb, SHAN, RG30, RG31, RG32, AG03
AG2a, RG33, RG18, RG34, RG17, RG35, RG36, TUNH, RG37, RG38, RG16, RG39, AG2b
AG2a, CHENb, PING, KNKO, JSUI, JPEI, YULI, JPIN, AG2b
AG03, ERPN, S105b, LONTb, TTUNb, TMLM, S104, AG2a

2.3 Method to process the absolute and RG data
The AG values are processed with the g8 software, provided by
Micro-g LaCoste (Microg-LaCoste 2008). The effects of solid Earth
tides, ocean tide loading, polar motions and air pressure changes are

100
130
50
40
50
25
30
30
40
135
130

removed from the 12 hr time-series at each site. Solid Earth tides
are computed using ETGTAB (Wenzel 2002). Ocean tide loading
effects are modelled from FES2004 (Letellier et al. 2004). Polar
motion effects are computed using the formula from the Absolute
Observations Data Processing Standards with the parameters from
the International Earth Rotation Service and Reference Systems
(IERS- http://hpiers.obspm.fr/). The air pressure correction is performed using a −0.3 µGal hPa−1 admittance factor (Torge 1989;
Merriam 1992) and pressure data measured concurrently near the
gravimeter.
The RG data are corrected for solid Earth tides using WDD theory (Dehant et al. 1999) and for ocean tide loading using TPXO
7.2 (Egbert & Erofeeva 2002), with the model parameters from the
site http://froste.oso.chalmers.se/loading// provided by M.S. Bos
and H.-G. Scherneck. The corrections are computed using TSOFT
software (Van Camp & Vauterin 2005). Polar motion effects were
neglected due to their small amplitude over the time of the survey
(≤1 µGal in 3 weeks), in comparison with the precision of RG data.
The air pressure changes are corrected using data of the Central
Weather Bureau (CWB) of Taiwan. The comparison of the CWB
data with the air pressure measured during FG5 acquisition returns
differences that account for 0.8 µGal at most. The CWB pressure
data are thus reliable but an improvement would be to use a barometer concomitantly with the RG measurements. The gravimeter drift
is then estimated using the MCGRAVI software (Beilin 2006), the
principle is described in Hwang et al. (2002). A reliable way to test
the quality of the drift adjustment is to measure each RG loop twice
in a few days (in this study, 4 d, on average). Fig. 3 shows the difference of gravity obtained at each site of the RG network, between
two measurements performed at time t and t + 4 d, for each of the
three RG surveys. The gravity measurements reach 5 µGal repeatability at 89 per cent of the sites for the 2008s survey, 95 per cent
for 2009 and 88 per cent for 2010. Thus most of the measurements
match the precision of the gravimeter. This suggests that the tides,
atmospheric and drift corrections, as well as the CG-5 calibration,
are adequate.

2.4 Gravity changes since 2006 in southern Taiwan
The gravity changes measured by absolute gravimetry are displayed
in Fig. 4. Gravity changes at time t are given in comparison with the
value measured during the first gravity survey (t0 = 2006), at every
site. The uncertainty budget of the AG value is defined as

δ2
2 + δ2
(1)
+ δsys
δt =
setup ,
N
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counteracts to maintain the spring at a constant length through a capacitive system. The injected current is measured and converted into
a gravity value. This device allows to measure gravity changes with
5 µGal precision. Technical details are given in the user manual
(Scintrex 2006). The CG-5 measurements are affected by instrumental drift, which must be corrected. One RG measurement took
about 30 min. Gravity values were measured at a 6 Hz frequency
and a mean value was stored every 90 s (Debeglia & Dupont 2002).
In the fieldwork, we covered the gravimeter with a bottomless dustbin to avoid wind disturbances during the data acquisition. Also,
we used an umbrella to protect the tripod from solar rays that warm
it and rapidly alter the level of the device. At any site, the gravity
acquisition was terminated as soon as the gravity variation in the
three latest gravity readings (i.e. the three latest 90 sec means) was
less than 5 µGal, and the readings did not show an increasing or decreasing trend. The internal temperature of the sensor chamber can
change the spring properties, hence the gravity readings. To minimize this temperature effect, we used observations only after the
internal temperature stability is reached (this parameter is displayed
by the device along with the gravity readings). Typically, about 15
measurements were needed to fulfil these stability conditions and
only the stable measurements (i.e. the last ones) were processed.
On average, seven sites were measured per day. To estimate the
gravimeter drift, the measurements are organized into loops (Table
1).
During the same day, we revisited several sites in a loop, and the
first and last measurements were made at the same site. Each loop
contained at least one AG site to constrain RG measurements. The
relative gravimeter was also calibrated by computing the ratio of the
gravity difference measured between two sites using both absolute
and relative gravimeters (the AG difference is used as a reference)
at locations with large gravity differences (>200 mGal), that is,
sites with a high elevation difference, as recommended by Torge
(1989). In addition, the CG-5 was used at each AG site to measure
the vertical gravity gradient, which is needed when reducing the
AG value at different heights (Section 2.4). The gradients were
computed using RG measurements performed at three different
heights (h1 = ground level, h2 = 60 cm and h3 = 119 cm). The
measurements at each height followed this order: h1 –h2 –h3 –h2 –h1
and were made twice at each station.

Length (km)
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et al. 2005). Finally, the uncertainty of the AG change between the
surveys at t > 2006 and the survey at t0 = 2006 is

2
δt−2006 = δt2 + δ2006
.
(2)

3 E F F E C T S O F L O C A L H Y D RO L O G Y
A N D V E RT I C A L G R O U N D M O T I O N S O N
G R AV I T Y C H A N G E S
3.1 Modelling the effect of hydrology on gravity changes

Figure 3. Repeatability of the RG results during each survey, in 2008, 2009
and 2010. The RG sites (excepted ICHU, TUNS, KULN and SJPU) were
measured twice in 4 d. As no heavy rain or earthquake occurred during this
time lapse, gravity value should be similar. The gravity change observed
between two repeated measurements is lower or equal to 5 µGal at most of
the sites.

where δ t is the total uncertainty of the measurement for the survey
at time t, δ is the standard deviation of the measurement (the set
scatter), N is the number of sets for one measurement. δ sys is the
systematic uncertainty, inherent to the instrument and the applied
corrections. It is estimated to be 1 µGal according to Niebauer et al.
(1995). δ setup is the instrument setup uncertainty, which is about
1.6 µGal (Van Camp et al. 2005). Another 1.6 µGal are also added
when combining the results of the two different FG5 (Van Camp

The redistribution of water on land creates a Newtonian effect
and a loading effect that combines ground vertical deformations
and subsequent Earth masses redistributions. The temporal gravity
changes caused by this process are observed at seasonal (Boy & Hinderer 2006; Longuevergne et al. 2009) and interannual timescales
(Morishita & Heki 2008; Shum et al. 2011) as well as at the
timescales of a few minutes, hours or days, in response to sudden heavy rainfall (e.g. Virtanen 2001; Meurers et al. 2007). In
this study, gravity surveys were performed in the same month every
year (November except in 2007 for AG03, AG04 and AG05, which
were measured in 2008 March) to mitigate the seasonal influence
of hydrology on the gravity changes. As the seasonal hydrological
cycle is not perfectly periodic, and as water redistribution exits at
several timescales, a remaining signal is identified in the gravity
data.
We first study the influence of local water redistribution on gravity changes. Southern Taiwan climate exhibits summer wet/winter
dry conditions (Chen & Chen 2003). The main rainy seasons are the
early summer (mid-May to mid-June) and the late summer (midJuly to late August). On average, about three to four typhoons originating in the Pacific Ocean make landfalls on Taiwan from May
to October. The peak of summer rainfall occurs in late July. The
rains decrease from autumn (September to November) to winter
(December to February), which is the driest season. Spring rains
start again from late March, with a lower rate than in summer.
Cheng et al. (2002) suggested that, in the forested area (covering
AG2a to AG06), 52 per cent of the yearly precipitations turn into
streamflows, which are formed by stormflows (direct flow) and baseflows in equal proportions. The stormflows are quickly evacuated
to rivers, while the baseflows stay longer in the ground, thus participating in local water redistribution. The other 48 per cent are evapotranspirated by the vegetation. However we have no details about
these processes, which are highly site-dependent. Therefore, to
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The gravity changes measured by relative gravimetry are displayed in Fig. 5. The RG observations are constrained by AG values,
which are reduced to the height of the relative gravimeter sensor
using the vertical gravity gradients that were measured at each AG
site. The same principle as in eq. (2) is applied, but using the initial
measurement at t0 = 2008 (2008 is the year of the first RG survey,
see Section 2.1). Most significant gravity changes occurred in the
Western Foothills, the Central Range and the Longitudinal Valley.
Large gravity variations are found in these areas: they reach several
tens of µGal at many sites (285 ± 3 µGal at RG12, 25 ± 3 µGal
at AG06, −34 ± 4 µGal at RG02, between 2008 and 2010). In
the Coastal plain, around ICHU, the large uncertainties (likely due
to man-made noise) corrupt the gravity observations, despite the
fact the gravity changes are larger than 10 µGal. By contrast, in
the Coastal Range, the gravity changes are small (often lower than
5 µGal) and may be beyond the instrumental limit of the relative
gravimeter.
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investigate the effect of local water redistribution on the gravity
change, we use the model proposed by Crossley et al. (1998), that
allows to compute gravity changes from precipitation data collected
nearby the gravimeter. The redistributed water is represented by an
equivalent water table thickness, which accounts for the total mass of
water that was redistributed, regardless of its reservoir (groundwater,
soil moisture and vegetation). The amount of accumulated precipitation rj at time j changes the equivalent water table thickness hi at time
i as
h i = r j [1 − e−(i− j)/τ1 ]e−(i− j)/τ2 ,

(3)

where τ 1 and τ 2 are time constants of the precipitated water charge
and discharge below the gravimeter. The gravity effect can then be
computed using the Bouguer Plate approximation
gi = 2πgρh i

(4)

where gi is the gravity value at time i and ρ is the density contrast,
that is, 1000 kg m−3 . The Bouguer Plate approximation implies that
the water layer is modelled by a cylinder of thickness hi, which
radius x is infinite. At the µGal level, the ‘infinite’ cylinder can
be regarded as a cylinder whose radius is larger than 400 m for a
1-m change of the water layer thickness, occurring at 10 m depth
(and this radius decreases when the depth decreases): the difference
between the effect of such a cylinder and an infinite cylinder is lower
than 1 µGal. For water redistribution between 0 and 10 m depth,
99 per cent of the infinite cylinder effect occurs in a radius smaller
than 1000 m. Therefore, this model only accounts for the effect of
local hydrology, where the Newtonian attraction is responsible for
most of the hydrological effects on gravity (e.g. Creutzfeldt et al.
2010).
We illustrate the quality of this model with continuous gravity
data measured at the Hsinchu station, 200 km north of the gravity
network (Fig. 2). The data were recorded with a superconducting
gravimeter (SG) and are accessible through the Global Geodynam-

ics Project database (GGP, Crossley et al. 1999). The SG raw data
were corrected for solid Earth tides, ocean tide loading, polar motions, atmospheric pressure changes and instrumental drift (Hwang
et al. 2009). Assuming that the gravity residuals (Fig. 6a, blue line)
reflect land water changes near the gravimeter, we test the above
local hydrological model with these residuals. The seasonal signal
is not clearly observed in these data because the summer wet/winter
dry conditions do not hold for northern Taiwan, where winter can
be rainy too (Chen & Chen 2003). The topography around the SG
station and the fact that it is underground might also contribute to
lower the seasonal signal, as a consequence of the gravity compensation between water masses situated above and below the gravimeter.
This was previously observed at Vienna (Van Camp et al. 2010),
Membach (Meurers et al. 2007) and Moxa gravimetric observatories (Naujoks et al. 2008). The precipitation data measured near the
SG station (Fig. 6b) are used in eqs 3 and 4. Parameters τ 1 and
τ 2 are determined by forward modelling. τ 1 spans 0.1–20 d and τ 2
spans 2–100 d, with increments of 1 and 10 d, respectively. As the
SG is underground (situated in a tunnel), water accumulates above
the gravity sensor, that is, gravity decreases during rains. Possible
pairs (τ 1 ; τ 2 ) are tested within these ranges by comparing the modelled hydrogravity time-series with the data (Fig. 6a, green line).
The quality of the model is quantified by the rms misfit between the
modelled and the observed gravity changes. Moreover, according
to continuous gravity records at Hsinchu and at other locations in
the world (Bower & Courtier 1998; Jacob et al. 2010), a realistic
hydrogravity model should not result in gravity changes larger than
25 µGal (absolute value). The chosen pair (τ 1 ; τ 2 ) must thus return
the lowest rms misfit among models, and the amplitude of gravity
effect must be smaller than 25 µGal. We found τ 1 = 0.7 d and
τ 2 = 40 d (rms = 3 µGal), with a nearly Gaussian distribution of
the residuals around 0 µGal (Fig. 6c), suggesting that the method
of Crossley et al. (1998) is appropriate for modelling the gravity
effect of local land water, at least when gravity measurements are
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Figure 4. Gravity changes since 2006 measured by absolute gravimetry at the 10 AG sites located in Fig. 2. There are exceptions to the main protocol: (i)
AG09 has been measured for the first time in 2007, (ii) in 2007, due to an instrumental problem with the FG5, sites AG03, AG04 and AG05 were not measured.
A complementary survey was performed in 2008 March and (iii) AG05 was swept away by a landslide in 2009 August, terminating the gravity time-series in
2008 November.
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Figure 5. Results of the relative gravimetry surveys (the topography is shaded in the background). Significant gravity changes (larger than twice the
measurement error) are displayed with a larger circle than not significant ones. AG sites are shown with a black circle in the background. (a) Gravity changes
between 2008 and 2010. (b) Gravity changes between 2008 and 2009. (c) Gravity changes between 2009 and 2010. Six sites are missing in comparison with
Fig. 2, swept away by landslides (like AG05) or debris flows: RG03, RG09b, RG10, RG11 and SILNb. Sites TENC and RG48 were not accessible in 2009 and
2010, respectively.

continuous. However, the gravity effect is systematically overestimated during heavy rain periods (Figs 6a and b). This is also visible
in the larger amount of residuals between 5 and 10 µGal in Fig. 6(c).
Probably, the model does not take into account a possible runoff of

the rain when the ground is saturated: all the amount of rain is used
to compute the gravity signal. We test this hypothesis by applying
a weight coefficient (positive but smaller than 1) to heavy daily
rains before the computation of accumulated precipitation. This
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Figure 7. Gravity effect due to global water redistributions (blue line) computed at the SG location using the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS)
hydrological model. It is the sum of the Newtonian effect (black line) and of the surface deformation plus Earth interior masses redistributions (red line).

modulation will only occur for daily rains above a threshold that we
sought within a 50–200 mm range of daily precipitation. We finally
reduce the rms discrepancies between the modelled and observed
gravity changes from 3 to 2 µGal by considering that daily rains
above 110 mm must only account for 10 per cent of the accumulated
precipitation (Figs 6a, red line and d). A comprehensive investigation of this hypothesis is beyond the scope of this paper, and we
never collected gravity data during such heavy rains.
We now focus on the effect of land water that is not distributed
locally around the gravimeter. This gravity effect is modelled at
Hsinchu (Fig. 7), again to allow the comparison with continuous
gravity data. The modelling uses the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS, Rodell et al. 2004) and the Noah land surface
model (e.g. Ek et al. 2003), which is available at a 3-hr temporal resolution and with a 0.25◦ -spatial resolution. Precipitations are forced
by the Climate Prediction Center’s Merged Analysis of Precipitation
(ECMWF, Xie & Arkin 1997). Due to the spatial resolution of the
Noah land surface model, the non-local (hereafter we write global)

land water, is the land water everywhere except in a 0.25◦ -square
area around the gravimeter. Fig. 7 shows that the global hydrological
effects, which precision is about 1 µGal (Boy & Hinderer 2006),
range from −0.5 to 0.5 µGal, and are even smaller during the gravity surveys. The prominence of the local hydrology effect and the
sub-µGal amplitude of the global hydrology effect make the global
hydrogravity model difficult to validate with the SG data. Moreover
this signal is about 10 times smaller than the uncertainties of the
gravity changes presented in Section 2.4. We therefore neglected it
in our analysis.

3.2 Modelling the effect of vertical ground motions on
gravity changes
Significant vertical ground motions exist in Taiwan (e.g. Huang
et al. 2010; Ching et al. 2011; Peyret et al. 2011) and must be
taken into account when interpreting temporal gravity changes. For
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Figure 6. (a) Blue line: Residual gravity time-series of the superconducting gravimeter (SG) T048 at Hsinchu; this signal contains mainly changes due to land
water redistribution. Green line: Gravity time-series modelled using eqs (3) and (4) and precipitation data recorded near the SG station. Red line: same as green
but overestimations during large rains, underscored by boxes, has been reduced. (b) Blue bars: daily rains data (mm) used to model gravity changes. The red
line is the number of missing hourly records per day (same axis as bars). Indeed we compute daily rains from hourly records. Thus it spans values between 0
and 24 (the limit at 24 is the short dashed red line). (c) and (d) are the histograms with standard deviations (σ ) of the residuals obtained for the two models
described above, without and with the correction of sudden large rains effects, respectively (same colour chart as a).
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this effect, we adopt the complete Bouguer Plate reduction model
(Hofmann-Wellenhof & Moritz 2006), with the theoretical ratio of
g/h = −1.967 ≈ −2.0 µGal cm−1 , where g is the change
of gravity and h the change of height (positive upward). In fact,
the g/h ratio may vary with the process involved in the vertical
deformation (e.g. de Linage et al. 2007). As an example for regions
that experience glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), Mazzotti et al.
(2011) measured a g/h ratio of −1.7 ± 0.1 µGal cm−1 in North
America. This value is consistent with GIA model predictions and
similar values (−1.6 to −2.0 µGal cm−1 ) were also reported by
Mäkinen et al. (2005) in the Fennoscandian GIA area. However
in the case of Taiwan, the processes involved in vertical deformation have a tectonic rather than isostatic origin. They combine both
the long-term mountain building and the shorter-term events of the
seismic cycle and the determination of the g/h ratio would need
a complete modelling of these processes as well as experimental
confirmations. Our gravity data are still too short for an experimental determination thus, according to Van Camp et al. (2011),
we suggest that g/h ≈ −2.0 µGal cm−1 is the most reasonable
choice.
At every gravity site, the vertical ground motions can be estimated
from the result of the Taiwanese permanent GPS network. Specifically, we used the vertical motions provided by the CWB (Shin
et al. 2011) and processed using the Bernese software (Hugentobler et al. 2001). Daily solutions are computed in the ITRF2000
International Terrestrial Reference Frame (Altamimi et al. 2002)
through the International GNSS Service (IGS) orbits. In the investigated areas the vertical velocities range from −1.53 ± 0.24
to 1.15 ± 0.06 cm a−1 , using Mazzotti et al. (2011) and Williams
(2008) methods for analysing GPS time-series. The most significant
subsidence rates are observed in the Coastal Plain (north of AG08,
around ICHU, Figs 1 and 2) and in the western part of the Longitudinal Valley. The largest uplift rates are found in the Western
Foothills, in the Coastal Range and in the eastern part of the Longitudinal Valley. Because the geographical pattern of the vertical
motions is highly variable across Taiwan, we used GPS stations as
close as possible to the gravity sites. Based on the tectonic maps
of Shyu et al. (2005), there is no known active fault between the
GPS and the gravity sites. Hence we can assume that the vertical

movement measured by the GPS station are similar to those at the
gravity site. The GPS-derived station heights were then averaged
over the ± 10 d around the time of the gravity measurement. This
averaged height is considered to be the station height at the time of
the gravity measurement. The vertical motions are thus computed
from the difference of these averaged heights. They represent the
vertical deformations implied by both geodynamic processes and
by seasonal loadings, especially those due to global land water redistribution, introduced in Section 3.1. Using the height changes
and the ratio g/h = −2.0 µGal cm−1 , we estimate the gravity
changes due to vertical ground motions.
3.3 Identification of tectonic and hydrological effects in
the gravity data
The modelling methods presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are first
applied to the AG data. The AG data record is 2 yr longer than
the RG record. The GPS stations and rain gauges used for the
AG sites are shown in Fig. 8. We estimate the gravity effects of
local hydrology by determining the values of τ 1 and τ 2 in two
cases: one case with vertical ground motion corrected, and the
other without such a correction. (Figs 9 and 10). The lowest rms
misfits between the hydrogravity model and the gravity data in the
two cases are summarized in Table 2. Our aim is to investigate
whether the correction of the vertical ground motions improves the
adjustment (lowers the rms misfit) between the hydrogravity model
and the gravity data.
According to Table 2, the ground motion correction reduces the
rms misfit at only 3 of the 10 AG sites: AG2b, AG07 and AG08.
At the other sites, this correction does not improve the hydrogravity
model, or even degrades it. However, we should only focus on
the sites where this correction is significant in comparison with the
uncertainty of the gravity measurements, that is, at AG2b, AG06 and
AG07, where the rms misfits are changed by more than 1 µGal when
the ground motion corrections are applied. Between the first (2006)
and the last survey (2010), large uplift rates are observed at these
sites: 1.15 ± 0.06 cm a−1 at AG2b, 1.01 ± 0.09 cm a−1 at AG06 and
1.10 ± 0.07 cm a−1 at AG07, which correspond to gravity decreases
of 9.2 ± 0.5, 8.08 ± 0.7 and 8.8 ± 0.6 µGal, respectively, for the
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Figure 8. Locations of rain gauges (blue circle) and GPS stations (green inverted triangles, italic names. PANG station is located on Penghu island, west of
Taiwan, Fig. 1) in comparison with AG sites (red squares). Each AG time-series is interpreted with the data from nearby GPS stations and rain gauges.
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Figure 9. Hydrogravity model (blue line with τ 1 and τ 2 parameters, see Section 3.1) fit to the AG time-series corrected from vertical ground motions (red
squares), concurrently measured by permanent GPS. We also show the fit of the hydrogravity model to gravity time-series not corrected from vertical movements
(black dots). The latter hydrogravity model is not represented in these graphs but the rms misfit of each fit is given in Table 2. The GPS and precipitation
time-series used at each AG site are provided in Appendix A.

entire length of the measurements (2006–2010). By correcting the
vertical ground motions, the rms misfit between the AG data and the
hydrogravity model is reduced by 1.6 µGal at AG2b and 2.3 µGal at
AG07. However at AG06, the rms increased by 2.1 µGal, suggesting
that the large uplift rate observed at this site is not properly taken
into account. We give two reasons to explain this problem:

1. The gravity time-series shows a jump of 20 µGal after the
third measurement, which will be explained by a debris flow
deposit in the next section. Because of this jump we did not used
the two last AG measurements in the adjustment of the hydrogravity
model. Thus, the most significant part of the correction due to the
uplift at this station is not taken into account and cannot help to
reduce the rms misfit.
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9 for sites AG05 to AG09. At AG06, only the three first gravity measurements are taken into account. The ∼25 µGal step after the
third value (from 2008 to 2009) is discussed in Section 4.

2. This station is located only 300 m away from the large Kaoping
river-bed, which meanders around it. Changes in the river level, and
in turn the water mass, may introduce extra gravity effects in our
model, which only considers land water redistribution.
Thus, considering our results at 2 of 3 AG sites where uplift rates
are large, it is appropriate to remove the effects of vertical ground
motions using g/h = −2.0 µGal cm−1 . Indeed, the AG data
corrected for ground motion are better explained by local water
redistribution. We cannot demonstrate the usefulness of this cor-

rection at AG sites where vertical motions are small (AG2a, AG04,
AG05, AG08 and AG09). At these sites, the hydrogravity model
computed from the precipitation data is suitable to understand gravity variations (except for the AG04 and AG08 measurements in
November 2009 and 2007, respectively). The rms misfit shows little variations, hence little constraint, on τ 1 (Fig. 11), which is the
charge time constant of the ground during rains. As there was no
rain during gravity surveys, τ 1 could not be precisely determined.
This could be improved by additional gravity measurement during heavy rains, for example, in July or August, according to the
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Table 2. Rms misfits obtained between a hydrogravity model, that is, a pair (τ 1 ; τ 2 ), and gravity changes corrected (gcorr )
or not (gnot corr ) from vertical ground motions. The third column is the change of rms when vertical ground motions are
corrected.
Site
AG01
AG2a
AG2b
AG03
AG04
AG05
AG06
AG07
AG08
AG09

A = rms misfit with gcorr (µGal)

B = rms misfit with gnot corr (µGal)

Change of rms misfit (A–B) (µGal)

3.0
2.4
3.3
9.6
1.6
0.5
2.6
2.4
6.8
2.4

3.0
2.1
4.9
9.6
1.5
0.5
0.5
4.7
7.5
1.6

0.0
0.3
−1.6
0.0
0.1
0.0
2.1
−2.3
−0.7
0.8

precipitation characteristics in southern Taiwan. To test how the use
of only one gravity measurement per year affects the hydrogravity
model definition, we applied it to the SG data again, but only using
one gravity value per year (in total three values), instead of the entire
time-series. Ten sets of gravity values are used, and they correspond
to the same times as those at which the 10 AG sites have been measured (Fig. 12). The variance of the residual time-series is reduced
from 15 to 9 µGal, when the hydrogravity model is removed. The
10 attempts yield average values of τ 1 = 13 ± 4 d and τ 2 = 36 ±
3 d. In Section 3.1, using the entire SG time-series, we found τ 1 =
0.7 d and τ 2 = 40 d. The τ 2 value is similar for both determinations.
Indeed, as gravity values are taken at the end of the rainy seasons,
they are more relevant to constrain the discharge of water. On the
other hand, τ 1 is about 18 times higher than the best value found
with continuous data. This confirms (along with Fig. 11) the weak
reliability of τ 1 when it is constrained by gravity values sampled at
a low frequency, in particular during dry epochs. Therefore, despite
temporal gravity changes corrected from vertical ground motions
are likely due to water redistribution, the hydrogravity model we
use remains to be tested with gravity data sampled more frequently.
We also applied vertical ground motions corrections and hydrogravity adjustment to the RG measurements. The RG time-series,
starting in 2008, are shorter than the AG ones, and some sites even
contain only one gravity difference. However, if we consider that
a rms misfit lower than 5 µGal is satisfactory, our interpretation

method could explain the gravity changes at 20 of 25 sites over the
Longitudinal Valley and the Coastal Range. Also, the correction of
the vertical ground motions reduces the rms misfit at 70 per cent of
these sites (Appendix B).
In summary, gravity changes from both AG and RG can be explained by combining:
1. GPS measurements and the theoretical ratio g/h =
−2.0 µGal cm−1 , to account for vertical ground motion effects and
2. precipitations data acquired in the vicinity of the site where
gravity is measured, to account for local hydrology effect. However,
the lack of measurements during rains prevents from determining τ 1
unequivocally. This may return a biased hydrogravity time-series.
Nevertheless, local hydrology has still to be considered as an efficient source of gravity changes.
It must be noted that, once the gravity time-series are corrected for
vertical ground motions, the entire remaining signal will be used to
constrain the hydrogravity model. There are two possible cases. The
first case is that the hydrogravity model fits the corrected gravity
data at the level of their uncertainties, and the residuals are not
significant anymore for identifying a third signal. The second case
is that no hydrogravity model can be properly constrained. In the
latter case, one or several effects not related to local hydrology still
exist in the gravity data and bias the estimation of the hydrogravity
model. In our case we cannot fully explain the large gravity changes
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Figure 11. Example of the change of the rms misfit between the hydrogravity model and the gravity time-series at this site at AG2B. The fit is performed both
using gravity time-series corrected (gcorr ) and not corrected (gnotcorr ) from vertical ground motions. They give the best pairs (τ 1 ; τ 2 ) that can be found in each
case (i.e. with lower rms values). Note the lower range of the rms colourbar with gcorr . Little variation along the τ 1 -axis is observed at AG2B, as well as at
every site.
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at AG03 and AG06, located in the Central Range and the Western
Foothills, respectively, and at more than half of the RG sites which
are also located in these regions. A possible reason is that the
rain gauges are not rigorously collocated with the gravity sites
(Fig. 8). The large spatial variability of the rainfall in Taiwan, partly
due to the mountain range (Chen & Chen 2003), could thus bias
the hydrogravity model. However, the misfits reach several tens of
microgals, which are difficult to model by only considering local
water redistribution. As given in Section 4, these changes will be
investigated in connection to the active erosion processes in Taiwan
(Hovius et al. 2000; Dadson et al. 2003; Tsai et al. 2010). The role
of shallow mass transfers implied by landslides and debris flows in
such large gravity changes will be identified.
3.4 Effect of the aquifers
Despite encouraging results at many gravity sites, the estimation
of hydrological gravity changes from rainfall data failed at SJPU,
KULN, TUNS, ICHU and AG08 over the Coastal Plain. In fact,
the failures occur for sure only at SJPU and AG08, because the
uncertainties of gravity changes at KULN, TUNS and ICHU are
much larger than the gravity changes. Nevertheless, the use of rainfall data only in this area must be discussed because these sites
are located above aquifers used for water supply (Hsu 1998). The
change in groundwater level is therefore also affected by artificial
pumping that we did not take into account. In addition, the southern
Coastal Plain experienced large flooding during typhoon Morakot
(Ge et al. 2010). Flooding results from runoff of rain over large
areas and therefore cannot be quantified by local rainfall data. The
gravity change measured at SJPU (57 ± 10 µGal between 2008 and
2010) is equivalent to a 1.3-m-thick infinite layer of water. A further
analysis of groundwater levels around SJPU will help to verify this
hypothesis. It is also worth noting that the second measurement at
AG08 (2007 November) is out of range in comparison with other
values (Fig. 4). A problem of the atomic clock used with FG5#224
is suspected. Also, as AG08 is located in a building basement, this
gravity change might be man-made. We eventually choose to not
interpret this offset.

4 E F F E C T S O F E RO S I O N A N D
S E D I M E N TAT I O N P R O C E S S E S I N
G R AV I T Y C H A N G E S
4.1 Evidences of the signature of landslides and debris
flow deposits in gravity changes
In early 2009 August, Taiwan was struck by typhoon Morakot,
which brought the heaviest rains in 50 yr (Ge et al. 2010). Morakot
triggered numerous landslides (Tsai et al. 2010), which then created
large deposits (landslide-triggered debris flow deposits) in the riverbeds that cross the southern Central Range and Western Foothills.
During the gravity surveys in 2009 November and 2010 November
(after Morakot), we noticed substantial changes of the land morphology nearby several AG and RG sites (Table 3, and Fig. 13).
Table 3 shows large gravity changes over the areas with large deposits or landslides, making it possible to associate gravity change
with typhoon-induced surface process. Neither vertical ground motion nor local hydrology can explain these large gravity jumps.
Fig. 14 shows the link between these large gravity changes and the
topography, the latter partly controlling the landslides and deposits
locations. The gravity changes observed in the Central Range and
in the Western Foothills from 2008 to 2010 were compared with

Table 3. Gravity changes and landslides or debris flow deposits, observed
in the Central Range and in the Western Foothills.
Site

Surveys

Gravity changes (µGal)

Morphological change

RG08
RG09
DONA
AG06
RG12
AG03

2008–2010
2008–2010
2008–2010
2008–2009
2008–2010
2008–2009

−41 ± 11
18 ± 12
−32 ± 19
27 ± 2
285 ± 3
49 ± 1

Landslide and deposit
Deposit
Landslide
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
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Figure 12. Grey lines: Gravity time-series modelled using eqs (3) and (4) and precipitation data recorded near the SG station. In comparison with Fig. 6(a),
only 3 SG residual measurements are used (one per year, black squares) instead of the entire residual time-series (blue line). By residual gravity time-series
we mean gravity time-series corrected from tides, polar motions, drift and atmospheric pressure. We test totally 10 sets of three measurements, which time
correspond to those of the 10 AG measurements. The hydrogravity model reduces the variance of the SG time-series from 15 µGal (variance 1) for the original
data (blue line) to 9 µGal on average (variance 2), when the hydrogravity model is subtracted.
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the topographic indices value at the gravity sites. The topographic
index ix is computed as


a
,
(5)
i x = ln
tanβ
where a is the upslope area draining into each x location and β is
the slope at x (Quinn et al. 1991). The computation is performed
using Matlab functions provided by Schwanghart & Kuhn (2010)
and a 90 m resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of Taiwan.
An area with high topographic indices (low slopes and high upslope
draining area) can accumulate more materials than an area with low
indices, which is rather likely to lose materials. The high or small
topographic indices highlight areas where debris flow deposits or
landslides could occur, respectively. Fig. 14 shows that gravity decreased where the topographic index is low and vice versa. Therefore, both Table 3, Figs 13 and 14 suggest that the large gravity
changes in the Central Range and in the Western Foothills could be
attributed to debris flow deposits and landslides. On the other hand,
the gravity variations can be used to quantify these mass transfers
as presented below.

Figure 14. Comparison between the gravity changes observed between
2008 and 2010 in the Central Range and Western Foothills and the topographic index ix at the same sites. The gravity changes are negative for
most sites where ix < 2.5 and conversely for positive gravity changes. At
RG08 (#7) the relation fails: this site is indeed located near a large river-bed
but a small landslide also occurred closer.

4.2 Estimation of the thickness of debris flow deposits
and landslides
4.2.1 Debris flow deposits
As a new application of gravity, here we show that we can determine the thickness of a debris flow deposit or of a landslide by
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Figure 13. Pictures from Google-Earth (a and b) and from fieldwork (c–e), showing examples of debris flow deposits at AG06 (a and b, the deposit is in the
river-bed) and at RG12 (c and d, the deposit is below the bridge) and of landslide at DONA (e, foreground light brown space in the forest). Except for DONA,
we show pictures before and after Morakot typhoon to underscore its consequences on the land morphology. The white arrow locates the gravity site position.
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coupling the gravity change at a given site with its surrounding
surface geometry obtained from satellite images and field observations (Fig. 13). The surface contours of the debris flow deposits
were mapped near the gravity sites of the Central Range and the
Western Foothills, using satellite images provided by Google Earth
(http://www.google.com/earth). If a satellite image was acquired
earlier than August 2009, the effect of typhoon Morakot, including
the deposits, was not visible in the image and we used it to map
river-beds only. Indeed, as debris flows were transported by rivers,
we assumed that the debris flows geometries are constrained by the
river-beds. We do not use the DEM, first because it does not contain
information about Morakot deposits and, second, because its resolution (90 m) is too coarse to model river-beds. The surfaces were then
divided into 15 m × 15 m rectangles and we added the thickness h
as the third dimension (3-D). Thus each deposit was converted into
15 m × 15 m × h prisms. The thickness was finally estimated by
3-D forward gravity modelling, which only accounts for the Newtonian attraction of the prisms. As the deposits are made of materials
removed from the Central Range and the Western Foothills, their
average density is set to 2500 kg m−3 (Yen et al. 1998). Eventually,
the estimated thickness depends on rock density, the gravity change
and the location of the gravity site relative to the deposit (both laterally and vertically). The uncertainty of h was estimated from the
uncertainty of the gravity change and from an arbitrary uncertainty
of the vertical position of the site relative to the top of the deposit
(usually ±10 m).
The estimated deposit thicknesses range from 1 to 20 m at sites
located along the river-beds (sites with asterisks in Fig. 15). These
estimates are consistent with the results from our field observations,
especially at AG06, AG03, RG09 and RG12 (Fig. 13). The thicknesses estimated at the 4 sites located far from river-beds (RG47,
RG14, RG46 anhd RG45) are arguable. These sites are in the most
internal part of the Central Range and the gravity changes probably
mix the attractions of several deposits or even landslides. Around
these sites, we need more detailed information about all deposits
and landslides to improve the mass balance and the interpretation
of the gravity changes.
In the case of AG03, large gravity changes are observed since
the first survey in 2006, so that Morakot typhoon (2009 August) cannot explain the entire time-series. As AG03 is located
a few meters away from the large Peinan river-bed, we hypothesized that gravity changes were also influenced by the water level variations. These gravity changes are computed using

Table 4. Changes of the Peinan river level near AG03
pillar and comparison with expected and observed
gravity variations, between 2006 and 2007.
Year

Hw m)

2007
2008

−1.8
−2.2

gobs (µGal)
−7 ± 4
− 15 ± 3

gmod (µGal)
−13
−16

Note: Hw is the water level change in comparison
with 2006. gmod and gobs are, respectively, the
gravity changes modelled and observed, also in comparison with 2006.

records of the river level provided by the Water Resources Agency
(http://gic.wra.gov.tw/gic/Water/Space/Main.aspx), only considering water masses (Table 4).
The gravity decrease observed from 2006 to 2008 is in agreement
with the drop of the Peinan river. It supports the idea that gravity
changes at AG03 basically record mass changes in the river. It is
likely that this change also integrates the effects of rocks masses
in addition to those of water. Indeed, even if there is no landslide,
the large energy of the river during heavy rains may redistribute
sediments of the bed. But we cannot separate the effects of rock and
water in the gravity change.
It is interesting to note that large gravity increases are also observed between 2009 and 2010, in the Central Range (between
RG31 and RG47). However, there was no strong typhoon (at least
in comparison to Morakot) in Taiwan in 2010. A hypothesis is that
materials eroded from the Central Range in August 2009 were not
totally removed by the concomitant heavy rains. This is an example
of transport-limited sediment discharge: rains became less powerful,
thus had a lower transportation capacity (Hovius et al. 2000). Consequently, substantial sediment accumulations remained in the most
internal areas of the Central Range. They were mobilized again by
rains in summer 2010. Considering the gravity increases observed
between 2009 and 2010, it is likely that our time-lapse gravimetry surveys have detected such a post-Morakot redistribution of the
deposits over the Central Range.
4.2.2 Landslides
The same method is applied to study the effect of landslides on
gravity changes. Here we chose to use the DEM because it provides
the geometry of the area before the landslide occurred. The surface extension of the landslide is mapped on the DEM from field
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Figure 15. Thickness of debris flow deposits estimated using the gravity changes measured from 2008 to 2010. Depending on the survey repetition, the
thickness can be computed using gravity changes observed between 2010 and 2008 (green), 2009 and 2008 (red) and 2010 and 2009 (blue). The names of the
sites located nearby the river-beds are followed by an asterisk.
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4.3 Discussion on the use of gravimetry to quantify
erosion processes
The gravity observations of these surface processes were not expected from the AGTO campaign, and demonstrate the potential
application of temporal gravity change to erosion quantification.
Typhoon Morakot, recognized as an anomalously strong event (e.g.
Ge et al. 2010; Tsou et al. 2011), has enhanced this observation.
A gravity network located in the vicinity of a river-bed can thus
contribute to quantify sediment transfers. Some recommended improvements for such a network are as follows.
1. Increasing the number of gravity sites near the same deposit.
This is practically possible because roads usually follow the riverbeds. In addition, debris flows and other natural and man-made
causes may destroy gravity sites (in our network, 6 sites have been
swept away by landslides or debris flow). This situation will be
improved by having redundant gravity sites in a given area to ensure
a long, area-averaged record of gravity change from surviving sites.
2. Performing gravity surveys at least before (May) and after
(October) the typhoon season, when largest mass transfers are likely
to occur because of the rising energy of the rivers. The repetition of
the surveys during the year will also improve the identification of
the changes only due to local land water redistribution.
3. Monitoring the rivers level changes, in terms of water only.
Again, this will allow a more reliable separation between the contributions from sediment and water masses to gravity changes.
Note that we did not measure the vertical gradient of gravity at
the AG sites after the Morakot typhoon. At AG03, which is very
close to a 3-m deposit, we compute that the gradient could decrease
of 0.03 µGal cm−1 . This gradient error causes an error of 2 µGal
in gravity when reducing the gravity value measured with the FG5
to the height of the CG-5 sensor. Although this error at AG03 is
smaller than the CG-5 precision, larger errors could be reached for
thicker deposits. Therefore, the vertical gravity gradients at AG sites
near deposits or landslides should be re-measured.
5 C O N C LU S I O N S
In this study, we explained temporal gravity changes observed in
southern Taiwan from 2006 to 2010 by vertical ground motions,
local hydrology and massive mass transfers due to landslides and

debris flow deposits. These effects were identified in the gravity
time-series using GPS-derived heights, precipitation data and morphological changes of the land, respectively.
The hydrogravity model used in this study returned gravity
changes that are consistent with the measurements at 7 of 10 AG
sites (AG2a, AG2b, AG04, AG05, AG07, AG08 and AG09). However, the yearly frequency of the gravity surveys prevents from
relying on the time constant of the charge of rain in the ground.
A substantial improvement would be to make measurements during the raining seasons (spring and summer in Taiwan), at least,
to better estimate this time constant. The gravity time-series in the
Coastal Range and in the Western Foothills (AG2b, AG07 and the
RG sites around) should be continued in order to study the effect of
uplift on gravity change. In particular, a long record will allow an
adequate determination of the g/h ratio in an active subduction
zone. In addition, a sustained campaign-mode gravity survey will
provide valuable references for investigating the seismic cycle in
connection to a major earthquake.
The large gravity changes measured in the Central Range and in
the Western Foothills are related to the deposits of debris flows and
landslides triggered by typhoon Morakot in August 2009. Using
field observations, satellite images and 3-D gravity modelling, the
gravity changes can be used to estimate the thickness of the deposit
at 14 sites (ranging from 1 to 20 m in the river-beds) and the depth
of the landslide detachment at one site (17 m). These results support
that temporal gravimetry is a potentially new tool for monitoring
and quantifying shallow mass transfers related to erosion processes.
If a dense gravity network is deployed near a river-bed, for example,
the rivers near AG06 and AG03, an in-depth understanding of the
deposit variation of the river can be achieved.
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APPENDIX A
The following graphs are the GPS and rainfall time-series measured
at site located near each of the AG site (see Fig. 8 for their locations).
The title above the subplots is the name of the AG site. Below,
the vertical component of the closest GPS site, used for ground
motion correction, is given. The name of the GPS station is on the
y-axis. The second graph below is the precipitation record, used
for the hydrogravity model. Thus, one AG site is associated to
two subplots. The vertical dashed lines give the time of the AG
measurement for each site. The red line in the precipitation graphs
is the number of missing hourly records per day (same axis as
bars). Indeed we compute daily rains from hourly records. Thus it
spans values between 0 and 24 (the limit at 24 is the short dashed
red line). The large step (30 cm) in the GPS time-series at MOTN
(AG04) is considered as an artefact as nothing near the antenna
can confirm this uplift (moreover the horizontal components show
no particular change at the same time). The step is cancelled by
linearly extrapolating the initial GPS trend up to the time of the
last gravity measurement. The GPS time-series recorded by CK01
stopped before the last gravity measurement at AG08. As for MOTN
the GPS time-series is linearly extrapolated up to the time of the
last gravity measurement.
APPENDIX B
Fit of the hydrogravity model (blue line with τ 1 and τ 2 parameters, see Section 3.1) to the RG time-series corrected from vertical
ground motions (red squares) concurrently measured by permanent
GPS, or not (black dots). The values below each plot are the rms
misfits, in µGal, for both cases (same colour code). Sites are located
on the following tectonic units: S104 to RG39 = Coastal Range;
TTUNb to LONTb = Longitudinal Valley; TMLM to MESN =
Central Range; RG12 to TATAb = Western Foothills; ICHU to
SJPU = Coastal Plain.
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